The NASA-Lewis computer program for the calculation of complex chemical equilibrium compositions (CEA) is proposed as a means of characterizing the compositions of plasmas generated via an ablating-capillary arc. Results obtained with CEA are compared to those obtained with a Saha equation-based (SE) model with a limited reaction product set. Case studies conducted at temperatures from 5,000 to 20,000 K and pressures from 10 to 200 bar indicate that CEA warrants consideration for use in modeling such plasmas.
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Introduction
Ablating-capillary arcs are a means of converting electrical energy into a form suitable for
.-
the ignition of propulsion charges in large-caliber gun systems [I] . In ignition systems that utilize this approach, electrical energy stored in a pulse-forming network (PFN) is initially discharged via a thin metallic wire strung through the capillary. The initial discharge explodes the wire, "instantaneously" producing an ionized (plasma) gas into which the PFN continues to dump energy. Ablation of material from the capillary wall, which is generally attributed to (and modeled as) a radiation driven process [2] , serves to sustain the arc by replenishing gas that exits the capillary. The overall process produces a "dense" me'), "low-temperature" (10,00~30,000 K) plasma whose composition is primarily derived from decomposed capillary material [2] . This fluid subsequently flows into the propellant bed and ignites it (directly).
Ablating-capillary arcs were one of the first electrothermal-chemical (ETC) ignition concepts to be investigated, and experimentally observed attributes-including short, reproducible ignition delays [I], propellant bum rate enhancement [3] , and "temperature compensation" [4, 5] -have been bases for believing that ETC-based concepts are capable of substantially enhancing the ballistic performance (projectile muzzle velocity or kinetic energy) of currently fielded weapon systems [I] . Unfortunately, the mechanisms that underlie the experimental
observations have yet to be established, , . making the design of a fieldable ignition system an elusive goal. This report summarizes part of an effort to develop a state-of-the-art computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of the plasma-propellant interactions attending ablating-capillary arc-based ignition [6, 71. It is considered that such a model will serve to elucidate the mechanisms by which this ignition concept yields its promise. Moreover, it is considered that . -mechanisms underlying ablating-capillary arc-based ignition will be relevant to (and can be exploited for) the development of other ETC-based ignition concepts.
' I
The dynamics of the generation and evolution of the fluid produced by an ablating-capillary arc are highly complex, and a detailed characterization of the process requires cross-disciplinary expertise in plasma physics, fluid dynamics, and chemical kinetics. with it. Information on more than 1,300 species is included in the library in our possession.
Originally developed for characterizing systems at temperatures up to 6,000 K, in recent years the library has been expanded to allow for the calculation of property data of selected species at temperatures up to 20,000 K. Among the species with properties derivable to 20,000 K are all of the neutral and +1 ions of the atoms and diatoms that can be formed in a gas containing C, H, N, and 0 nuclei. This expansion of the library raised the possibility of using CEA to characterize ablating-capillary arc operation in this temperature regime, and thus avoid significant model development effort.
---.
with respect to caicuiating the chemicai compositions of piasmas, the shortcoming of CEA is that it doesn't include a correction to the Gibb's free energy (calculation) that accounts for the influence of interactions between charged particles. These interactions, which are generically referred to in this report as "Coulomb interactions," will act to lower the ionization potential of plasma constituents and (otherwise) influence constituent thermodynamic properties. (That is, the thermodynamic properties of a plasma constituent will depend on the presence and density of other heavy-nuclei in the plasma.) Therefore, it is not clear how useful CEA will be in characterizing the composition of plasmas generated by an ablating-capillary arc.
To determine if CEA can be used to characterize the composition of the effluent from an ablating-capillary arc, we compare the compositions computed by CEA with those of an SE 
phase of an interior ballistic cycle. In addition, from a modeling standpoint, it is a transitional regime, with CEA expected to yield better estimates for lower temperatures and pressures and the SE model expected to provide better estimates for higher temperatures and pressures. Thus, beyond addressing the issue of employing CEA to characterize the chemical composition of an ablating capillary arc, the study is instructive as to the use of an SE model for characterizing lowtemperature plasmas when the reaction product data set employed with the model includes only monatomic species. Planck's constant (h), and Boltzmann's constant (kb). For monatomic species, the partition function is a function of a specie's electronic energy level structure only and is computed using where gi,j,t is the statistical weight (factor) for energy level E :~.
Model Considerations
In applying equation (1) for the computation of chemical compositions, the estimations of A El : , and Zi,,{T) are issues. The parameter A E1Tj reflects the fact that Coulomb interactions allow the electrons of an atom or ion to escape the central force field of the nucleus at energies less than the ionization potential of an isolated atom or ion. Thus, the ratio of (j+l)" to ionization states for the i" nucleus in a plasma will be higher than that estimated assuming that charged constituents do not "interact." For estimating A Elyj, we chose to follow PZ [2] and calculate this parameter based on the model proposed by Eberling and Sandig [12] , where e is the electronic charge, E, is the permittivity of free space, A is the DeBroglie wavelength, and AD is the Debye length,
The parameter z in equation (5) [n].) To address this difficulty, it is typically assumed that Coulomb interactions have a negligible effect on the energy level structure of individual constituents and the reduction in ionization potential is employed as a basis for limiting the summation in equation (2) to energy levels [8] With this set of assumptions, calculation of Zij(T) simply becomes a matter of identifying all of the energy levels for a constituent up to this limit. Identification of these levels can be accomplished by reference to experimentally based data tables andlor through computational techniques. We have relied on both approaches, the details of which are given in Appendix A.
Estimates of chemical composition follow from the solution of equations (I)-@), which are identical to those employed by the PZ model for simulating an ablating-polyethylene capillary arc [Z] . For the calculation of the partition functions in this study, however, we include higher energy levels for C, C+, C++, and H. In the case of carbon-the only case where the inclusion of higher energy levels makes a significant difference-PZ's study was based on calculations that included levels with energies up to 71,500 cm-'. This proves to be adequate for their study because, through equation (8), the electron number densities generated by the arc effectively eliminate the need to consider higher energy levels. In the interest of avoiding database-related limitations beyond those we specifically intended to impose, more wide-ranging agreement with Drawin and Felenbok [13] was sought.
(Unfortunately, Drawin and Felenbok do not provide sufficient detail about the bases for their calculations to do them directly.) To get better agreement, energy level data for carbon that included all predicted levels up to n = 10 were employed. This information was primarily obtained from references by Moore [14] and Striganov and Sventitskii [15] , but also includes predicted levels not found in either of these works. These missing levels were added based on a "fill" procedure that is described in Appendix A. Partition functions computed from Table A We also note that, as expressed in equations (1)- (8) Succeeding estimates were obtained until the chemical composition and z were consistent to nine significant digits.
Once the chemical compositions of the bounding (n,, z) pairs were established, the pressures corresponding to these pairs were found from the ideal gas law,
A bisection root-finding technique was then employed to obtain a new estimate for n, (and chemical composition) whose pressure was closer to the desired value. The convergence criterion for the root finding routine, which is slightly modified version of a program given by Press et al. [16] , was set at 1 x 10" m". This criterion was selected based on preliminary work that showed that the electron number densities of plasmas considered in this study would be greater than 7 x 10'' m". Moreover, when this criterion is met, the pressure of the composition is found to agree with the desired pressure to better than six significant digits.
2.2 CEA. The most recent version of CEA of which we are aware (i.e., CEA600) was released in 1998, but we had trouble getting it to run a "TP" calculation (i-e., calculate a composition for an assigned temperature and pressure state). Therefore, we reverted to CEA300, which was released in 1997. Like the SE model, CEA employs the ideal gas law to model the equation of state. For the purposes of this study, we modified CEA so that it could be called as a subroutine by a program that handled input and output chores. We also added thermodynamic property data (coefficients) for C++ to THERM0.W. Details of the inclusion of this specie to the data file are described in Appendix B. up to 6,000 K. At such temperatures, the concentration of charged particles in a gas composed from C, H, N, and 0 nuclei will be very small and Coulomb interactions will be negligible.
Thus, it is expected that CEA will provide good estimates at such temperatures. The high end of the temperature range was based on the limit of applicability of the data in THERMO.INP. The pressure range is applicable to ablating-capillary arc dynamics during the ignition phase of the interior ballistics cycle. Higher pressures, which would be pertinent to ETC propulsion concepts in which the plasma is injected later in the interior ballistics cycle, were not considered because the ideal gas equation of state underlying both models becomes a questionable assumption. The calculation of chemical concentrations at high pressures requires the use of a program (such as BLAKE [17] ) that is designed to address nonideal behavior. The influence of the equation of state on the chemical composition of an arc is beyond the scope of the present work.
Results and Discussion
As developed to date, CEA and the SE model have different inherent limitations: (1) CEA does not have an ability to account for Coulomb interactions, and (2) the SE model has a reaction product data set that is limited to monatomic species. Moreover, they employ different mathematical approaches for establishing equilibrium. Coupled with the fact that CEA is virtually a "black box," these differences have the potential to obscure bases for differences in their results. To address this issue, we first compare results from the models under a set of imposed limitations that highlight "real" differences between them. As points of reference for the comparisons to be shown, model computations for the temperature dependence of plasma compositions at a pressure of 50 bar are shown in Figures 1 and 2 .
As a first comparison of the two approaches, the reaction product set employed in CEA is limited to those species (e-, C, C' , C++, H, and H+) considered in the SE model, and the ionization potential reduction parameter ( A E,Tj) of the SE model is set equal to 0. Modified in this manner, the two approaches (should, in principle,) become mathematically equivalent. As such, it was expected that the models would yield the same results. As shown in Figure 3 , this expectation is (essentially) realized for all species except C++ for temperatures from 5,000 to 15,000 K, the difference in predicted species concentrations being less than 5% over this temperature range.
(In view of the fact that C++ concentrations are more than 3 orders of magnitude less than any Temperature for a 50-bar Gas Formed From Ihxornptmd Polyethylene.
other specie, the results for C++ can be discounted.) However, as the temperature increases above this range, the predictions of the two models begin to diverge significantly.
We suspected that the differences observed as the temperature increases above 15,000 K are due to differences in the number of energy levels employed to compute the thermodynamic property data of carbon given in THERMO.INP and those employed to compute carbon's partition function for the SE model. This suspicion is borne out by the results shown in Figure 4 , which compares (1) carbon's heat capacity as computed by the THERMO.INP coefficients, and (Again, the relatively large differences observed for C++ are related to the fact that it is present in trace amounts.)
The results shown in Figure 5 suggest the equivalence of truncating the partition function summation in the SE model [per equation (8)] and restricting the number of levels used for the calculation of thermodynamic properties. The cutoff expressed in the thermodynamic property data does not, however, lower Cf (or Cf+) energy levels relative to C. That is, CEA does not
have a counterpart to the influence of A E E in the SE model as realized through its inclusion in the exponential term of equation (1). This limits the correspondence that can be achieved between the two approaches by simply limiting the energy levels considered in the generation of the thermodynamics data contained in THERMO.INP. This lack of correspondence is observable in the results presented in Figure 6 , which compares results obtained when the reaction product set employed by CEA is limited to those species considered in the SE model attributable to significant concentrations of polyatomic species being predicted by CEA in this temperature range (see Figure 10 ). Given that both models predict that electron number densities for temperatures less than 10,000 K will be less than 6 x m-), AEZ will be less than 0.15 eV. Thus, Coulomb interactions will have a negligible influence over the equilibrium. In view of these considerations, we expect CEA to provide estimates that are superior to those from the SE model in the temperature range below 8,000 K.
Considerations Related to Modeling Ablating-Capillary Arc Discharge Processes
The results presented highlight the conundrum facing a modeler who wishes to use CEA.
The biggest asset of CEA is the large reaction product database that has been developed for use with it. However, the bases for the data for temperatures greater than 6,000 K are relatively inaccessible, and it is more work to check the data than it is to generate it. Thus, CEA only reduces model development effort if the modeler is willing to simply accept the data in As an initial step toward developing a CFD model of ablating-capillary arc ignition, we are using the PZ model of arc dynamics to calculate the temperature and pressure (state) of the effluent at the capillary exit plane and using CEA to calculate the composition for this state. The PZ model calculations of constituent densities are disregarded. Of course, the dynamics of the ablating capillary arc process depend on the constituent densities in the arc, and thus this approach is internally inconsistent. An aspect of this inconsistency is shown in Figure 11 , which compares the effective molecular weight of the plasma at the same temperature and pressure as computed by CEA and the SE model. However, this inconsistency is considered tolerable when judged from the standpoint of developing a detailed model of the discharge process. By its nature, such a development effort needs to be done incrementally, and CEA has allowed us to make timely preliminary assessments of the impact of polyatomic species on the evolution of the plasma outside the capillary [6] . The results obtained with this approach are also providing guidance for efforts to build the reaction mechanisms and transport coefficient data needed for the CFD model [6, 191. And such benefits will have even greater importance when systems with N-and 0-containing species are considered, their chemical compositions being much more complex than the "hydrocarbon" plasmas considered here.
In the course of this study, an approach for incorporating the effect of Coulomb interactions into a Gibb's free-energy minimization calculation of chemical compositions was identified [20, 21] , and we consider that CEA could be modified to incorporate this approach. However, the data in THERMO.INP would probably also need to be modified, effectively voiding the potential benefit of such an undertaking. Moreover, CEA is relatively inconvenient to use as a subroutine, and trying to modify the PZ code to utilize it (and thus resolving the inconsistency) is not an attractive option. Therefore, as the next step in code development, we intend to develop a new model of ablating capillary arc dynamics that is integral to the CFD model and to write our own subroutine for chemical composition calculations. (The mathematical approach we will employ remains to be decided.) This effort will resolve the inconsistency inherent in the current approach [6] , and it will facilitate our ability to model the coupling between arc dynamics and processes occurring outside the capillary. The calculation of the electronic partition function, for plasma specie (i.1) at a temperature (T) requires knowledge of its energy levels (E:~), their statistical weights (gi,j,k.), and a procedure to address the fact that the sum is not intrinsically bound. In a plasma, the latter concern is typically resolved by truncating the summation at a level, max, set by where Erj is the ionization potential of the specie and A El : , is the reduction in the ionization potential resulting from its interaction with charged particles. This is referred to as a cutoff procedure and will depend on one's choice of ionization potential reduction theory.
Energy level information for atomic species can be found in a number of references, with
Moore's tables1 being perhaps the most widely used. However, usually only levels with low values of orbital angular momentum are known, and such tables are almost always incomplete below the limit given by equation (A2). In the case of (neutral) carbon, Moore's table does not include any information on f or higher levels of orbital angular momentum, and information on any n level becomes sparser as n increases. This turns out to be a significant issue for levels are observed at 12.7 eV.) Since these "missing" levels have high statistical weights, their omission can lead to serious errors.
For temperatures above about 15,000 K, we found that if partition functions were computed based on using the energy levels listed by Moore alone, they were significantly lower than those tabulated by Drawin and ~e l e n b o k~ unless A ETj was greater than about 4,000 cm-' (0.5 eV). As a first step toward completing (or "filling") Moore's table for carbon, we relied on the spectroscopic data tabulated by Striganov and sventitskii3 to identify "missing" levels. Their assignments of the data in their tables provided the 4f levels (84,050 cm-') and a number of n = 5, 6, 7, and 8 levels. For remaining levels (up to n = lo), we estimated energy level values based on trends in the observed levels. For example, we specified the energy level of the 5g levels to be 86,570 cm-' based on our expectation that these levels would be higher in energy than the Sf levels (86,470 cm-I), but by a value less than the separation between 5f and 5d levels (170 cm-'). To determine the ai coefficients, a nonlinear least squares fitting routine was employed to fit equation (Bl) to the plot of C,(T)IR vs. T computed via equation (B4). The ai coefficients determined in this manner were then used in fits of (B2) and (B3) to P(T)IRT vs. T and F(T)IR vs. T, respectively-the fits yielding bl and bZ, respectively. Consistent with the practice in the data file, coefficient sets were separately determined for the temperature ranges 298.15-1,000 K, 1,000-6,000 K, and 6,00&20,000 K. The coefficients we inserted into THERMO.INP for this study are given in Table B-2. We note, however, that this table is primarily for informational purposes. Gordon and McBride use routines that simultaneously (rather than sequentially) fit the thermodynamic property functions. Furthermore, the fits are constrained so that the polynomials coefficients employed on either side of a transition point (1,000 and 6,000 K) yield the same value at the transition point. The coefficients are also determined such that, within certain limits, the polynomials may be extrapolated to beyond the range for which they were established. We did not attempt to include such considerations. 
